Safety word scramble
Unscramble the letters to find words about safety.

1. FESA  __________  5. BOTOS  __________
2. ENACL  __________  6. PHLE  __________
3. KAS  __________  7. WONK  __________
4. RMESG  __________  8. SEURL  __________
Find the hidden message
Unscramble the letters to find words about safety.

TYFESA RAEG
FREI GUINHSETRIEX
CAKPAKCB
MIALSCECH
SERMG
HAHTELY
RUFAHML
DUARESNOG
LOSHOC
KSRIS
TCFAFRIGHTL
TOSP SING
TASE TELB
TESNLI
BIEK LETMEH

Unscramble each of the words. When you’re done, write down the letters from the boxes with numbers below them in the message box at the bottom of the page. It will give you a safety message.